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ACE: A Colour Palette Design Tool
for Balancing Aesthetics and Accessibility 

The example page without simulation

The example page shown with CVD simulations

When a colour 
palette square 
is clicked a 
standard colour 
picker appears

Compliance with WCAG 2.0 
contrast ratios are calculated for 
background and text colour pairs

The chosen 
palette can be 
viewed in its 
entirety with 
CVD simulations

A grid layout allows quick comparisons between the contrast of text 
and background colours.

Features of ACE

Many websites use colour pairs that are inaccessible for the 
5% of the population with colour vision deficiency (CVD).

Most colour palette design tools focus on colour aesthetics or 
accessibility but not both.

To address this, we developed the Accessible Colour 
Evaluator (Figure 1) by employing user-centered design. 

ACE enhances a web designer’s ability to create a colour 
palette that balances aesthetics and accessibility.

Designers are not well supported in picking accessible colour combinations

Figure 1. ACE: Accessible Colour Evaluator (daprlab.com/ace)

Evaluation and future work
 
In a comparative evaluation of ACE and 3 other tools, 10 web designers were most successful with ACE, and 
rated it as the best performing and causing the lowest frustration.

We then used a focus group with 3 more 
designers to identify future improvements.
  
They suggested an improved help function, and 
a user-customisable grid.
   
Improvements to ACE are underway as seen 
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The left image shows ACE with a simple 1x1 grid to compare two 
colours. The right image shows additional rows and columns can be added.


